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It will be updated with each release. 

 

Welcome to my walk-through of NLT Media’s game, The Genesis Order. 

 

 This walkthrough will include every aspect of the game. 

 

I hope people find this helpful and easy to follow. 

 

Talk to the City’s NPC for hints about side quests.  

 

Each update will be labeled and listed as what is available in that update. So, you shouldn’t 

miss a thing. Example: V.02121 (6 Scenes, 2 Photos, 1 Extra) 

 

The following Key Items Legend will be updated as the game goes on. 

 

Key Items will be in a BOLD text throughout the walkthrough. 

 

Photos will be labeled in Dark Red. Example: Photo (1st).  Total  37 

 

Contact information will be labeled in Red text. Example: Receive Hannah’s contact 

information. 

 

Chest Keys and Chest locations will be labeled in Gold text. Example Hannah’s 1st Chest 

Key / Hannah’s 1st Chest. 

 

KamaSutra Pages are in Purple text. They will be labeled with the number of pages for the 

girl and the overall KamaSutra page collected in the game within the ( ). Example: 

Hannah's 1st Kamasutra Page Hand Job (1st). 

 

Total Number of Kamasutra pages available. 41 

 

Lock Picks pick-up locations will be labeled in Blue text. Example Lock Pick (1st). Total 4  

 

Gargoyles locations will be labeled in Green Text. Example Gargoyle (1st). Total 8 

 

Profiles will be labeled in Orange Text. Example Hannah’s Profile. Total 13 

 

Basic Booty Call Requirements 

Hannah - Porch Flowers and an Entry Rug. 

Erica - Porch Plants, Wall Clock. (Plus, the above requirements.) 

Ella - Potted Garden Flowers, Sofa Table. (Plus, the above requirements.) 

Carol - Garden Bushes, Side Table (Plus above requirements) 

Lillian - Tall Bushes, Entry Bushes, Coffee Table, Media Cabinet, Accent Chair, Sofa.  (Plus, 

the above requirements.)   

Judy - Basic Renovation, Large Rug. (Plus, the above requirements.) 



Nellie - Brick walkway, Yards Trees, Wall Table, Curtains, Entertainment Center (Plus the 

above requirements.)    

Kimberly - East Side Home Expansion, Kitchen Table, Refrigerator, Indoor Entry Plants, 

Window Fern. (Plus, the above requirements,) 

Melissa - West Side Home Expansion, Room Plant, Trashcan, Standing Lamp. (Plus, the above 

requirements.) 

Andrea - Yard Statues, Piano, (Plus the above requirements.) 

Chloe – Arcade Machine, Dart Board, (Plus, the above requirements.) 

Heather – Buy all remaining upgrades. (Plus, the above requirements.) 

 

The higher your intelligence is the more money you get when selling artifacts. 

                                 

Offering Plate  

Stone Figurine - Essence Of Medicine  

Clay Statue - Essence Of Medicine 

Clay Idol - Essence Of Medicine 

Silver Statue - Essence Of Intelligence  

Jade Figurine - Essence Of Intelligence 

Silver Figurine - Essence Of Intelligence  

Copper Idol - Essence Of Intelligence  

 

Puzzle Solutions 

 

https://www.youtube.com/@TDavyAfterDark 
 

This is part two of the hand holder guide and will 

cover from V.86091 onward.  

 

On with the guide.  

----------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

V.86091 

 

(1 Scene, 1 KS Page, 1 Extra) 

At the start of this update head over to the apartments, you see Erica talking to Jonathan.  

After Erica leaves, Jonathan will give you the Casula Forest Map. 

https://www.youtube.com/@TDavyAfterDark


Now head over to Rays’ Farm and you will chat with Carol and Erica.  

Erica will leave and head north to the river behind the farm. Head north and meet Erica at the 

River.  

Jump in the river and head South first. You find a Stone.  

 

Head North, back to Erica. You will find another Stone.  

 



Now click to go North, up the river. 

Once you are up North, you and Erica will check the map. Erica will give you a Rebreather, so 

you can swim through the underwater cave.  

Once you are on the other side of the cave, Erica will head south. Before you leave this area, pick 

up the third Stone.  

 

Now head South to meet with Erica.  

Once here lay the three stones you have to cross the gap.  

 



You and Erica will head South and enter a cave.  

Erica will activate a trap, trapping you and her in the cave. There is a lot of treasure to be picked 

up.  

Once you pick up everything it is time to solve a puzzle.  

 

There are Xs and Os on the Casula Forest Map 

Starting from the left, the switches need to be: 

Down, Up, Down, Down, Up 

Once down you and Erica will find a new Treasure.  

Bonus Scene 2 

A way out will now be opened. Follow Erica to the East.  

Carol will show up and show you the way out. From here you and Erica will go to the 

Warehouse where you sell the treasure to Jonathan for a good amount of money.  

Now make your way back to the cave.  



 

Outside the cave entrance, you will see a rat that runs off into the forest. Follow it and you will 

find Hannah’s 4th Chest Key. 

 

Once you have the key, go inside the cave where you will find and open Hannah’s 4th Chest, 

and Receive Hannah’s 4th Kamasutra Page Anal (42nd). 

At the XXX Shop, you can buy the next porn clip for $5,000 of a familiar Redhead from ToN.  

Next, you will need to solve the next set of puzzles in Limbo. The solutions can be seen on 

TDavy’s YouTube channel at the link below. 

https://www.youtube.com/@TDavyAfterDark 

Once you have solved the puzzles you be able to pick up four more Angel Feathers. 

https://www.youtube.com/@TDavyAfterDark


 

You can use these Feathers to make Arianna’s pinup in the Angelcraft section.  

You can now also buy the last house upgrade at The Shop, and your home will now have an 

Attic area (for later updates).  

End of V.86091 

(1 Scene, 1 KS Page, 1 Extra, 1 Pinup) 

========================================= 

 

 

 
 


